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Florida
Power
C ORPo R ATION

May 13, 1986
3F0586-14

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attn: Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

Subj ect: Crystal River Unit 3
Docket No. 50-302
Operating License No. DPR-72
I.E. Bulletin 85-03

Dear Sir:

Florida Power Corporation hereby submits the 180 day report requested by
the subject bulletin dated November 15, 1985 (3N1185-12). The production
of this report involved approximately 340 contracted hours and 100
personnel hours.

Sincerely,

Rolf ). Widell -

Manager, Nuclear Operations
Licensing and Fuel Management

DVH/feb

Enclosure

xc: Dr. J. Nelson Grace
Regional Administrator, Region II
Office of Inspection and Enforcement
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
101 Marietta Street ?!.W., Suite 2900
Atlanta, GA 30323
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STATE OF FLORIDA

COUNTY OF PINELLAS

Rolf C. Widell states that he is the Manager, Nuclear Operations

Licensing and Fuel Management for Florida Power Corporation; that he

is authorized on the part of said company to sign and file with the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission the information attached hereto; and

that all such statements made and matters set forth therein are true

and correct to the best of his knowledge, information, and belief.

(Y1,
,1j

Rolf C. 9 dell \.
Manager flucicor Operations
Licensing and Fuel Management

Subscribed and sworn to before rre, a Notary Public in and for the State

and County above named, this 13th day of May,1986.

.

W-
Notary Pubgc

''

Notary Public, State of Florida at Large,

My Commission Expires: July 22,1989
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RESPONSE TO ISE BULLETIN 85-03

Before the occurrence at Davis-Besse which illustrated the sensitivity of motor
operated valve performance to proper setting of operator switches, Florida Power
Corporation (FPC) had begun motor operator testing with state-of-the-art valve
analysis equipment. In early 1985, FPC began a pilot program of motor operator
testing at Crystal River Unit-3 (CR-3) using MOVATS, Inc. equipment and
technicians. The usefulness of such equipment was recognized from the pilot
program and further testing conducted. Prior to issuance of Bulletin 85-03, FPC
had already tested all four motor operated emergency feedwater discharge valves
using this equipment.

FPC is continuing to evaluate new options regarding similar test equipment and
techniques. It is anticipated that some type of valve analysis test equipment
will continue to be used generally, on important CR-3 motor operated valves, and
specifically on valves within this bulletin scope.

Table 1 lists the valves that FPC judges to fall within the bulletin scope.
These were chosen in accordance with guidance provided by the bulletin Technical
Contact via phone conversation. The criteria given was: 1) to include valves
in the Emergency Feedwater (EFW) and High Pressure Coolant Injection (Makeup,
MU) systems which are required for immediate accident response, and 2)
unnecessary to include engineered safeguards features which provide longer term
response, such as cool ant inj ection reci rcul atior, from the reactor building
sump.

TABLE 1

BULLETIN 85-03 Valvesl

Emergency Feedwater High Pressure Injection

i ASV-5 MUV-23
! ASV-204 2 MUV-24
| MSV-55 MUV-25

MSV-56 MUV-26
EFV-3 3 MUV-27
EFV.4 3 MUV-58
EFV-7 4 MUV-73
EFV-8 4
EFV-11
EFV-14
EFV-32
EFV-33

1 Please refer to CR-3 Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) figures 9-2
(sheets 3 and 4), 10-3, 10-4 (sheet 1), and 10-5.

2 ASV-204 does not yet appear on FSAR Figure 10-5, but provides a parallel
flow path to ASV-5.

3 EFV-3 and EFV-4 will not be tested since these valves are permanently
maintained in the open position with their motor operators de-energized. ;
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4 EFV-7 and EFV-8 will not be tested since these stop check valves have had
their motor operators de-tenninated.

The information required by Action Item a of the bulletin is provided on Table
2. Listed are the differential pressure conditions determined to exist for
valves within the bulletin scope during each accident analyzed in Chapter 14 of
the CR-3 FSAR. The maximum differential pressure condition from the various
events analyzed is identified in the last column.

The program to complete the remaining bulletin items is as follows:

1. FPC Engineering and Mr'ntenance. will research the options available
j and choose a method for detennining the valve operator parameters
i (switch settings) which provide the required force or thrust to
i operate a given valve against the specified differential pressure.

The method is envisioned to include two parts. The first part is
calculation of valve operator thrust requirements given maximum
differential pressure conditions. The second is use of valve analysis
test equipment capable of measuring operator parameters or combined
valve and operator parameters to assure the calculated thrust is
developed.;

| The method for calculating required valve operator thrust, given valve
| type and differential pressure conditions, will be established by
j November 15, 1986. The valve analysis equipment to be used will be

chosen according to the systems available at that time but before
testing for this bulletin is begun.

2. To the extent practical full differential pressure testing will be
conducted on at least one of a group of similar valves. For instance,
there are four identical Emergency Feedwater discharge valves which
must perform their safety functions at the same maximum differential
pressure conditions. FPC will test one of these valves at those
conditions (or as near as practical) and monitor the operator
parameters using valve analysis test equipment. (If necessary,
adjustments will be made and the valve retested). The same valve will
be retested at " normal test conditions" and the same operator
parameters measured. Subsequently, FPC will test the remaining three
valves in the group at the normal test conditions while monitoring the
operator parameters. Adjustments will be made and valves retested as
necessary, to match the operating parameters to the normal test
condition operating parameters recorded for the valve that was also
tested at the maximum differential pressure. This approach will
assure all similar valves have similar operating parameters at the
nonnal test conditions which provides a high degree of confidence the
valves will operate properly at the maximum differential pressure
conditions. Actual settings required to achieve the appropriate |
operating parameters will be compared to calculated values to identify |

higher than expected settings that could indicate a need for valve {maintenance. '

i
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" Normal test conditions" will be chosen to allow testing at a plant
condition that can be readily duplicated .without major disruption to
operation. This approach is chosen to allow operability testing
during plant operation as necessary following maintenance activities.
Full maximum differential pressure test conditions are eschewed since
they may be difficult or in some cases impossible to obtain, will
present scheduling problems, and may subject piping systems to
unnecessary transient cycles. Based on lessons learned from ongoing
test programs at other nuclear power- plants, a basis may be provided

; for testing subject valves solely at normal test conditions.

Testing will be completed by the end of the CR-3 Refueling Outage VI*

scheduled for fall of 1987.

3. Motor operated valves within the scope of Bulletin 85-03 are all
covered by Maintenance Procedure, MP-402, " Maintenance of Limitorque
Valve Controls." This procedure provides generic instructions for
setting position limit and torque bypass switches. The procedure also
lists and control s torque switch settings individually for each

; valve. Revisions will be made as necessary to this procedure if new
switch settings are determined by our Bulletin 85-03 testing program.

.
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3F0586-14
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